WAC 230-14-095 Displaying prizes. Punch board and pull-tab operators must:

(1) Clearly represent cash prizes on the prize flare; and

(2) Display merchandise prizes:
   (a) In plain view and in the immediate vicinity of the punch board or pull-tab series. However, operators may wrap merchandise prizes for games that offer "surprise" prizes so players are unable to identify the prize until opened; or
   (b) Elsewhere on the premises if size or space constraints do not allow it to be displayed in the immediate vicinity, as long as operators note a specific reference to the prize on the flare; or
   (c) Use an accurate description or photograph of the prize in plain view on, or immediately adjacent to, the flare if operators cannot display the prize merchandise on the premises; and

(3) Meet all the requirements of subsections (1) and (2) of this section for combination cash and merchandise prizes.

[Statutory Authority: RCW 9.46.070. WSR 07-17-058 (Order 614), § 230-14-095, filed 8/10/07, effective 1/1/08.]